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We are Sake experts. 
 
 
...but in the beginning we were just three Sake-Fans wondering why it was 
so difficult to get really good Sake in Europe! 
  
A few years and many Sake seminars, brewery visits and tasting events later 
we had gained a clear understanding of the problem: Sake in Europe is 
either served as low quality, piping hot company to Sushi or – if actually 
available in premium qualities – is difficult or impossible for the average 
customer to understand or even relate to; not to mention that premium Sake 
used to be way too expensive. 
 
Our answer to these issues is Île Four. The name simply means the «four 
islands of Japan» – but this «western» sounding name precisely reflects our 
approach! Our self-appointed task as western Sake experts is to build a 
bridge between this fantastic and extraordinarily versatile traditional 
Japanese drink and our modern western life style! 
 
A western brand name and a modern design make Sake approachable for the 
western customer – and for the very first time customers can actually 
recognize and remember their favorite Sake. This is a crucial first step to 
allow customers to develop any value perception at all for this great 
product! Our brand then provides the customer with the perfect collection 
of some of the best Sake available. Without over burdening the consumer 
with excessive complexity, we provide an introduction to the whole world of 
Sake – 3 distinct Premium to Super Premium Sake, an outstanding sparkling 
Sake, as well as 3 unique combinations of very special Japanese Fruits 
(Yuzu/citrus, Momo/peach, Ume/plum) with Premium Sake. Products that 
simply make you want to try out this new world! All that at a price point that 
makes Premium Sake comparable with other great drinks like wine…. 
 
Île Four Sake pairs perfectly with good food and creates fantastic cocktails! 
 
But, please, always enjoy it cold! 
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We can do more:  
Customized Solutions! 
 
 
Whether high-end restaurant or trendy bar – we define the perfect Sake 
menu! 
 
We start with our excellent standard assortment and then add special sake 
(e.g. a «Fall-Sake» or an unfiltered «Nigori» Sake), absolut High-End Sake 
(e.g. «Super 8» – 92% of the rice is polished away...), distilled Shochu and 
even Exclusive Sake for just one and one only bar or restaurant per country! 
Extra-Trendy Bars like «Le Croco Bleu» in Berlin, or In-places like brand new 
«Alice Choo» in Zürich already rely on our Sake competency – and we are 
looking forward to more gastronomic challenges!! 
 
	  



	  
	  
 
 
Pictures. 
 
The following pictures are available in .jpg or high resolution .tiff format – 
please send your requirements to info@ilefour.com 
	  
	  	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  
YUZU	  	  
Sake	  with	  Japanese	  
Citrus	  fruit	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
PREMIUM	  
The	  entry	  into	  the	  
premium	  Sake	  
world	  

	  

	  

	  
UME	  
Sake	  with	  Japanese	  
plum	  	  
	  

	  

	  

	  
PREMIUM	  SELECT	  
The	  elegant	  Sake	  

	  

	  

	  
MOMO	  	  
Sake	  with	  Japanese	  
peach	  

	  

	  

	  
LIMITED	  EDITION	  
The	  master	  piece	  



	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  

	  	  	  	   	  

	  
SPARKLING	  
Premium	  Sake,	  
double	  fermented...	  
	  
	  
	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
ARAIGNÉE	  
Île	  Four	  Sake,	  
ginger	  liquer,	  Yuzu	  
juice,	  Orange	  
Bitters	  
	  

	  

	  

	  
PREMIUM	  ON	  ICE	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
NASHI	  BOWLE	  
Île	  Four	  Premium	  &	  
Yuzu	  Sake,	  gin,	  
champagne	  

	  

	  

	  
PREMIUM	  SAKE	  
Saketini	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
PRINCE	  TSUGU	  
Île	  Four	  Premium	  &	  
Sparkling	  Sake,	  
apple	  brandy,	  
angostura,	  orange	  
zest	  

	  

	  

	  
PREMIUM	  SAKE	  
Saketini	  II	  

	  

	  
	  

	  
YUZU	  MAI	  TAI	  
Île	  Four	  Yuzu,	  
almond	  sirup,	  
eggwhite	  as	  
Espuma;	  on	  triple	  
rum	  Mai	  Tai	  

	  



Sake Re-Defined
MODERN SAKE
FOR PERFECT COCKTAILS,
GREAT FOOD & MUCH MORE!

WWW.ILEFOUR.COM
Recipes & much more
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Tasting Notes
Butter and raisin in the aromas, which 

are deep, with melon in the recesses. Bit of wood 
in the depths of the flavor. Moderately viscous and 

overall dry-ish style with flavors that tie in to the aromas 
present as well and a more prominent than average acidity 

that boosts the flavors and aromas. The fruit is lighter at 
first and heavier in the back of both the flavor and 

aromas.
John Gauntner, Sake Expert

PREMIUM 
SELECT

THE ELEGANT SAKE

Île Four Premium Select «Junmai Ginjo» Sake is to 
regular Sake what Malt Whisky is to basic Whisky!

We start by removing 45% of the outer layers to 
reveal only the pure inner core of the special Sake 
rice (Yamadanishiki and Akebono). Then we use a 
slow, highly labor-intensive process to create a very 
refined pure and clear Sake. With its light, dry and 
highly refined aroma, Île Four Premium Select 
counts among the 6-7% top Sake in the world!

Enjoy chilled in a good-sized wine glass!

Extremely pure – made only from water, rice & 
Koji/yeast.

16% Alc. Vol., 720ml

With Food

Dry, with low acidity, a good degree of «Umami» 
flavor, and a light body, but also quite complex with 
good structure, Île Four Premium Select is a perfect 
pairing for all lighter meat courses, pasta dishes and, 
of course, all types of fish and seafood. 

COCKTAIL – e.g. THE FROG

5 cl Premium Select Sake, 1,5 cl Vodka, 1 cl lemon 
juice, 2 strips cucumber, 2 slices ginger – Shake, 
Strain & top o� with Ginger Beer. 

Michael Hanke, Le Croco Bleu, Berlin.



LIMITED 
EDITION

The Masterpiece

Excellent «Yamadanishiki» Sake rice, high polishing 
rate of 50% and slow, low temperature fermentation. 
A handcrafted process that makes Île Four Limited 
Edition comparable with special «single cask bottling» 
Whiskies, or very high grade wines!

A «Junmai DaiGinjo» that renowned Sake expert John 
Gauntner counts among the 3-4% best Sake in the 
world!

Enjoy chilled in a good-sized wine glass!

Extremely pure – made only from water, rice & 
Koji/yeast.

16% Alc. Vol., 720ml

Tasting Notes
Very aromatic. Melon and young grape 

tinged with some apple and berry, and even a 
citrus note in the recesses. Overall, a complex array of 

fruit. Very refined and light. A subtle viscosity is a backdrop 
on which the fruity flavors and secondary aromas play 

themselves out. Clean finish, especially in light of all that 
is happening.

John Gauntner, Sake Expert

With Food

Light, delicate, very aromatic and quite complex, this 
Sake is a great pairing with light dishes, fish or appe-
tizers like gambas, foie gras or jamon iberico.

COCKTAIL – e.g. ARAIGNÉE 
(see picture on last page) 

3 cl Limited Edition Sake, 1 cl ginger liquor, 1,5cl Yuzu 
juice, 2 dashes Orange Bitters – stir cold in a mix glass 
& strain into a Highballglass , garnish with slice of 
ginger. Michael Hanke, Le Croco Bleu, Berlin.

WWW.ILEFOUR.COM
Recipes & much more
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THE YUZU CITRUS FRUIT...

...has been growing in Japan for more than 1.000 
years. Because of its dry pulp and many large seeds 
the juice can only be extracted in a complicated – 
i.e., expensive – process from pulp and rind. Fortu-
nately, just a few drops are already enough for a 
unique and intense flavor. While similar to the 
Pomelo in appearance, Yuzu has a unique and 
complex aroma – Fresh citrus scent and the absence 
of the astringent acid of the Lemon combine into an 
inimitable combination of sweet, bitter, salty and 
sour!

German trendscout Ralf Bos has dubbed Yuzu an 
«emotional food» that creates «goose bumps» and a 
«warm shiver» on your skin! In combination with mild 
Premium Sake, Yuzu turns into a uniquely refreshing 
Aperitif, and the incomparable flavor profile of our 
Yuzu Sake also provides for countless ways of 
combining it with other spirits and ingredients in 
uniquely innovative Cocktails.

20,8% Fruit; Alcohol 10.5% Vol., 500ml

Food magazine essen & 
trinken on YUZU: «incredibly 
great taste over lots of crushed 
ice»; ELLE Decoration simply 
says «mmh»!

YUZU

3 STEPS OF YUZU

YUZU CRUSH

simply pour 5-6cl Yuzu over lots of crushed Ice into a 
Tumbler.

YUZU SPRITZ

pour 2-3cl Yuzu into a Champagne flute and top with 
Champagne or Prosecco.

YUZU COCKTAIL

Put 3cl Yuzu, 3cl Gin, 1cl pineapple juice, 1cl simple 
syrup, a few Coriander leaves & Ice in a shaker; 
shake hard, strain into a tumbler & top o� with Soda. 
This is the «Konami» Cocktail – First place and Best Drink of the Île 
Four Sake Challenge 2013, Marian Krause, Spirits Bar, Cologne.



PEACH? MOMO!

Peaches originate in China, where they have 
been cultivated already for about 4.000 years. 
The Japanese variant – Momo – has grown on 
that island for about 2.000 years and, in compari-
son with western variants, produces a rather 
large, soft – and expensive – fruit with an 
extremely aromatic white meat. Japanese legend 
has it that Momo has powers against evil – 
Momotarō, for instance, is a boy who has been 
sent from heaven in a peach, and who later on 
liberates an island from occupying demons…

While we cannot claim a demon-repelling function 
for Île Four Peach/Momo, we are pretty sure that 
this combination of aromatic Momo and smooth 
premium Sake gives you an incredibly fruity and 
creamy taste sensation!

Incredible as a wonderfully creamy Sake Bellini, 
with lots of potential for innovative bartenders to 
create unique cocktails!

MOMO

MOMO PEACH SAKE IN USE

SAKE BELLINI

pour 2-3cl Île Four Peach in a Champagne flute 
and top-o� with Champagne or Prosecco!

COCKTAIL MELOCOTONERO

4 cl Île Four Peach, 1,5 cl peach (Fresh Fruits) 
infused Rum, 1cl lime juice, 3 cl freshly squeezed 
orange juice – shake all ingredients over ice and 
strain into a balloon glass over ice cubes. *Peach 
infused Rum: Steep fresh peaches for 4-6 weeks 
in Rum (preferably an aged version). After that 
strain the Rum and save in a bottle for another 2-3 
weeks (adding some fresh peaches once more 
and removing them). 
Michael Hanke, Le Croco Bleu, Berlin.



UME PLUM SAKE IN USE

UME CRUSH

Pour 5-6cl Île Four Plum over lots of crushed 
ice in a tumbler. 

COCKTAIL YABEI KAI

In a mixing glass stir over ice 3 cl Île Four Plum, 
1 cl sweet Sherry, 4 cl Rum & Plum Bitters. 
Strain into a tumbler over ice cubes & garnish 
with orange zest. 
Michael Hanke, Le Croco Bleu, Berlin.

UME

PLUM? UME!

The japanese Ume fruit is usually translated as 
«Plum», yet, it really is a relative of the apricot 
family! For many centuries the Ume tree has 
been a symbol fort he coming spring in both, 
China and Japan, because it blossoms already 
at the end of January. Similar to the famous 
Sakura cherry blossoms, the Ume bloom is 
celebrated with countless festivals and special 
ceremonies.

Japanese rarely eat Ume directly – rather the 
fruit is enjoyed as a pickled «plum» over rice or 
mixed with Shochu as a traditional plum wine. 
Our version, however, is made with premium 
Sake to balance the acidity of the Ume with the 
soft sweetness of the Sake.

Try Île Four Plum/Ume as an aperitif over lots 
of crushed Ice or as a fruity base for novel 
Cocktails.

30,2% Fruit; Alcohol 12% Vol., 500ml 



DOUBLE FERMENTATION...

...in a tank (similar to the Prosecco method) turns 
a Premium Sake in «Junmai» quality into an 
elegant fizzy drink with long lasting champagne 
perls. Similar to Prosecco or Champagne, with a 
distinctive soft and slightly sweet taste and pleas-
ant bouquet.

Enjoy Île Four Sparkling Sake at all those occa-
sions when you need that little extra «fizz»! 

Alcohol 6-7% Vol., 250ml

SPARKLING SAKE

SPARKLING SAKE IN USE

COCKTAIL PRINCE TSUGU

In a mixing glass stir cool 3 cl Premium Select 
Sake & 2 cl Apple Brandy; strain into a pre-frosted 
silvercup (if available...) and top o� with Île Four 
Sparkling Sake and 2 dashes Angostura. Garnish 
with an orange zest. 
Michael Hanke, Le Croco Bleu, Berlin.

INFO@ILEFOUR.COM
Orders, inquiries...



PREMIUM 
SELECT

ARAIGNÉE COCKTAIL
Foto: Bernd Blumrich 

Île Four is a registered trademark of the Spyglass Trading GmbH, Pilgerweg 92, CH-8802 Kilchberg, 
Switzerland; EU: Spyglass Trading Europe GmbH, Fröbelweg 2, D-24376 Kappeln

WWW.ILEFOUR.COM

Orders and inquiries: 
info@ilefour.com or Tel. 
+49 (0) 4642 1792 899

Cocktail recipes & 
information about  Île 
Four Super Premium 
Sake, Sparkling Sake & 
Fruit Sake here:




